Casablanca Architecture Alignment

1. Architecture Changes since Beijing
   a. None. We are working to consolidate what has been started in Beijing (Design time in SDC for template creation and distribution to CLAMP).
   b. support scale-out usecase (policy update: improve op’s policy, introduce guard policy)
   c. Trying to achieve (stretch goal) dynamic mS configuration by using (Tosca) policy model concept: artifact describing via Tosca how to configure a DCAE mS via policy at runtime

2. S3P Updates
   a. Focus on enhanced security
      i. CII Badge:
      ii. AAF CADI integration
   b. Code Cleanup
   c. adherence to "log specification v1.2" in progress: might not achieve full implementation because we depend on policy team (risk opened)
   d. Documented APIs in Swagger (see #4)
   e. M1 Release planning Platform Maturity

3. IM/DM Alignment
   a. No direct impact on CLAMP at this stage

4. API Updates
   a. (no API exposed except healthcheck) APIs are stable - documented in Swagger